FOR ALL RV GUESTS
IMPORTANT – PLEASE READ
Please see below for NEW RV load-in directions and revised policies related to pets and motorcycles.
To alleviate the congestion at the intersection near the vehicular tunnel, please follow the directions below or on the
back of your RV Campground placard, and load-in using either Talladega Dr. or Homestead-Miami Dr. depending on
when you arrive.
Please DO NOT use France Family Drive when you arrive.
The new load-in directions are as follows:
Arriving on Thursday, April 18 before 8:00 pm
Enter property on Talladega Dr. RVs will be staged on Talladega starting at
6:00 am. RVs will not be
allowed on property before 6:00 am on Thursday. For safety reasons, please do not park on Speedway Blvd.
before 6:00 am on Thursday.
RV load-in will begin at 8:00 am
Have your RV Campground placard visible so you can be directed to the proper area
Infield RVs will be checked on Talladega Dr. instead of the tunnel
Sellers will be available for RV Infield guests to purchase admissions or vehicle stickers

Arriving AFTER 8:00 pm on Thursday
Enter property by using Homestead-Miami Dr. south of the
Village West Parkway and State Ave. intersection
Have your RV Campground placard visible so you can be directed to the proper area
Infield RVs will be checked on Homestead-Miami Dr. instead of the tunnel
Sellers will be available for RV Infield guests to purchase admissions or vehicle stickers
Revised Pet and Motorcycle Policies
Based on customer feedback and as an effort to enhance your experience, domestic pets will now be allowed in the
following campgrounds – Richmond, Daytona and the Terrace, and motorcycles will now be allowed in all
campgrounds, with the proper credentials. Please see the back of this sheet for more information. These policies
will be evaluated after this race weekend and may be changed based on feedback from NASCAR, guests or safety
related issues.
Terrace and Infield Guests – Tickets for Sprint FanWalk can now be purchased from a seller at the tunnel or when
you check-in. The Sprint FanWalk ticket booth in the infield will not be open this race weekend. If you have
grandstand access, the Sprint FanWalk ticket booth near Hospitality Village will be open at 8:00 am on Friday and
Saturday.
Pet policies specifically related to dogs:
Dogs will only be allowed in the following campgrounds: Richmond, Daytona, and the Terrace. Dogs will not be
allowed in the Infield due to the access to the track and other areas regulated by NASCAR that could impact
competition. Please adhere to the following:
Only non-aggressive dogs are allowed at Kansas Speedway.
All dogs must be kept on a handheld leash that is 6 feet or shorter when outside or they must be confined in the
interior of the owner’s personal recreational vehicle.

Guests with dogs may take them to play in designated play areas or walk the dog in the designated walking
areas confined to the campgrounds.
Dog owners are required to pick up after their dog and properly dispose of waste.
Dogs that interfere with the quality of the Guest experience at Kansas Speedway Campgrounds in any way (i.e.
aggression, noise, waste, etc) will result in the dog owner being required to discontinue the pet’s inappropriate
behavior, remove the dog to an off-site kennel or be completely removed from the campground.
Dog owners are responsible for any personal injury or property damage caused by their dog.
Dog owners are responsible for familiar with and obeying all local pet ordinances.
Motorcycle Policy
Motorcycles entering the Infield or Terrace must have an Add-On Vehicle pass that can be purchased on-site for
$80. Guests are allowed one passenger vehicle and one motorcycle in their spot. All vehicles must fit within your
campground spot. Cruising around the campground areas is not permitted. As with all vehicles, Kansas Speedway
reserves the right to restrict motorcycle privileges for behavior deemed as reckless or unsafe.

